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David Roberts (00:01): 

Hey everybody, it's David Roberts and you're listening to the Mara Labs podcast. I have with me today, 
Dr. John Gildea and Dr. Martin Katz and we will be delving into detoxification as it relates to 
sulforaphane. Sulforaphane is a great natural detoxifier and we're going to discuss why and kind of 
discuss different papers that are out there. And so, I want to just look over at Martin and have... Martin, 
can you- 

Dr. Martin Katz (00:31): 

Hi, Dave. 

David Roberts (00:33): 

Hello. Can you just dive in and talk maybe some about the mechanism of how sulforaphane impacts 
detoxification as well as the various phases? 

Dr. Martin Katz (00:45): 

Yeah, this is where, in clinical practice, you take your hat off to the phytonutrient world and just be 
really excited about having another tool in the toolbox because as a clinician, you realize how complex 
this is and how needed it is. We have folks presenting every day with fatigue, with headache, with GI 
symptoms with emotional distress, trouble losing weight. I mean, you name it, all the clinical effects, 
inflammation that we see out there. And you realize the role that toxins can certainly play in all of these 
clinical presentations. 

Dr. Martin Katz (01:26): 

And so, as you're trying to improve your patient's health, you're talking to them about eating better and 
obviously, one of the most important things about toxicity is eliminating the toxin. So, if you're bathing 
yourself in, it doesn't matter how much or how well you're doing. You sort of need to maybe think about 
excluding the toxin first and that can look various. People talk about we're sort of immersed in it, toxins 
are in the food we eat, the water we drink, the chair we sit on, etcetera, etcetera. 

David Roberts (01:57): 

The air we breathe. 

Dr. Martin Katz (01:59): 

The air, thank you. The air we breathe. Sorry, I thought you're telling me to hurry up. The air we breathe. 
And so, yes, we are immersed in these toxins and again, they can have a true clinical effect. And here, as 
a physician, I'm sitting going, "How can I help this patient?" And so, you're presented with a molecule 
like sulforaphane, which if presented to the body in the right form or the correct form where you have 
the right gut microbiome to help it along, it presents to the cell. It combines with something called KIP1 
that then innervates a molecule called Nrf2 or Nrf2. 

Dr. Martin Katz (02:38): 

And this molecule then goes down to the nucleus, and turns on an amazing amount of antioxidants, the 
whole antioxidant gene area about 200 to 300 genes. And those encode for things that really help your 
body, and in this case, really help your body detox, one of the most important being glutathione, in this 
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case with the liver and detox. And so, here you have a molecule that is helping these toxins, which again, 
if you follow the toxin, a lot of these toxins are hidden in the fat and they're very hard to get rid of. 

Dr. Martin Katz (03:20): 

And so you have different phases of detox. You have Phase 1, a Phase 2 and Phase 3. Phase 1 is 
generally thought of as helping this molecule be more water-soluble, helping it be eliminated out from 
the cell, and that's a process that does include glutathione, does include various minerals, vitamins. Very 
important to have all these in place to have a Phase 1, but the important thing to realize about Phase 1 
is if you have a high Phase 1, but you do not have an adequate Phase 2, all you're doing is moving these 
toxins around the body. And this is extraordinarily important to understand. 

Dr. Martin Katz (04:02): 

And this is again, where sulforaphane is just this brilliant molecule that you take your hat off to, because 
it not only helps upregulate your phases, it actually helps minimize Phase 1, so you can increase Phase 2, 
which is the phase that includes the sulfation, the glucuronidation to allow these things to be eliminated 
whether it's in your lungs, your kidneys or your bowel. And so, you really want an adequate Phase 2. If 
you've got a fantastic Phase 1 and an inadequate Phase 2, you're not really doing anything. And so, 
that's where sulforaphane really does a great job. 

David Roberts (04:43): 

So, detoxification is the removal of toxins and we say detox for short. How does detox differ or/and how 
is it similar to the cleanses like you hear about, "Oh, I'm doing a colon cleanse or the flushes. Oh, I'm 
doing a liver flush." What are those and how are they different or are they dissimilar? 

Dr. Martin Katz (05:09): 

Well, again, there's not always a fantastic amount of data on these liver flushes and these colon 
cleanses. The interesting thing about the liver is that's where a significant amount of detox happens. 
This is sort of your gatekeeper from absorption of food and unfortunately, toxins if you're eating a 
processed food diet or foods that have been sprayed, what have you, the liver is seeing a significant 
amount of these. All the medications that you take, a significant amount of them go through the liver. 
And so, your liver is burdened with a lot of these molecules. 

Dr. Martin Katz (05:50): 

Alcohol is probably a most well-known. Tylenol, everybody probably knows about Tylenol and Tylenol 
over dosage unfortunately causes liver failure and alcohol over time causes liver failure. Probably one of 
the most brutal clinical experiences I've had is somebody passing from liver failure due to alcoholism. It's 
just really, really terrible, really sad, but anyway, we won't go there. But anyway, again, so people think, 
"Oh, it's a really good idea to do a liver flush," and certainly that is true as long as there is some clinical 
study behind it. And basically, people sometimes fast. Sometimes, they do apple cider vinegar, apple 
juice. You name it, there's tons of liver flushes or gallbladder flushes out there. A lot of them are fast-
like, including a lot of water, which most Americans don't drink enough of good quality water. And so, 
that in turn is going to flush the liver. 

Dr. Martin Katz (06:46): 

And then something that's near and dear to all of us is the gut, and John will probably have something to 
say about this. But again, if you tend towards constipation or really an unhealthy gut having leaky gut 
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and with that IBS and some toxins more able to get in or even these lipopolysaccharides, your system is 
going to be inflamed and a mess. If you're constipated, good luck trying to get rid of all those toxins 
through the stool, where a significant amount of those toxins are eliminated. They're going to be right 
back where they were and be absorbed. And so, yes, I think it's a great idea to do some of these and 
really be intentional about your health, but look for some that have some data behind them and some 
clinical studies. 

David Roberts (07:36): 

Yeah. And it's a very good point and that's a point I try to make, too, is with really anything you're doing, 
where's the study? Where's the data? And it's not just the detox or flushes or cleanses. But what out 
there that you've seen in terms of detox flushes, cleanses that you've looked at it and been like, "That 
doesn't work." Anything come to mind? 

Dr. Martin Katz (08:08): 

John, you want to? 

Dr. John Gildea (08:11): 

I don't recall seeing studies. I'm not looking for either, so the absence of finding something you're not 
looking for is a very good answer. 

David Roberts (08:21): 

Yeah, yeah. And you don't, I mean, if there's something that comes to mind, great, if not. 

Dr. Martin Katz (08:25): 

Yeah, I mean, I don't and with John, I don't tend to look at things too much in that way. Basically, I'm all 
about somebody being intentional about their health. And so, if they're doing something to get away 
from a processed food diet or they are understanding that their diet is processed and they're going to 
make a change, and they want to do a flush, by all means. It's almost certainly not going to hurt them if 
it's got a good amount of water and maybe some apple cider vinegar or something else that may be of 
some benefit. Just be careful. Listen to your body and go from there. 

David Roberts (09:03): 

Yeah, that's a good point. I think I brought that up, because a lot of the flushes or cleanses out there, 
they actually stimulate the Phase 1 detox, which you talked about, Martin and- 

Dr. Martin Katz (09:18): 

Thank you for reminding me. Yeah, that's true. 

David Roberts (09:19): 

And that actually causes what I think is termed the detox flu, where you feel like you feel sick and it's 
because you have all these toxins and you're not able to get rid of them. And so, you really do need to 
be careful about the cleanse or flush or detox program that you signed up for. And that's where, I think, 
sulforaphane is the one-stop shop for detox because it works in all three phases. And I interrupted you, 
Martin, you were on Phase 2. Explain Phase 2 and there is the third phase. Maybe just highlight the 
three phases one more time. 
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Dr. Martin Katz (10:00): 

Yeah, so again, Phase 1 is a phase that would be considered the phase that's helping these molecules be 
more amenable to getting out of the cell and into the system ready for an additional step, which makes 
them being able to be excreted. And again, that's sulfation or glucuronidation and other things that'd be 
attached to these molecules that then allows them to be excreted through the kidney and through the 
colon. 

Dr. Martin Katz (10:27): 

And then Phase 3 is that excretion, and the important thing is there, that it happens, you're well-
hydrated. You're, again, eliminating more coming in and you have some binders oftentimes will help 
those then be eliminated. 

David Roberts (10:46): 

And so, when we're talking about detox, what are some of the toxins we know in the literature that 
sulforaphane eliminates? 

Dr. Martin Katz (10:56): 

I'll take on this one a little bit. I mean, John is going to have a lot to say. But there was a study in 2014, 
out of China that looked at one of our most common toxins. And I talk to my tobacco users about this, 
but really, I talk to people, certainly, who decide to run on the road or in traffic a lot. And we have a 
pollutant out there fairly significantly, fairly ubiquitously called air pollution. And in that air pollution is 
this molecule called benzene. And in this study in China, sulforaphane were shown to over a 12-week 
period, were shown to increase the elimination of benzene by about 60%. And it was continues over 
that 12-week period. 

Dr. Martin Katz (11:41): 

And so that is incredibly helpful in dealing with, again, as you pointed out, Dave earlier, the air we 
breathe. Fortunately, here in Charlottesville, we are a growing city rapidly and traffic is becoming a 
problem. But, Lord, if you run on the side of the road, which I almost want to stop my car every time I 
see somebody running on the side of busy highways, busy roads such as like Route 29 or 250, or 
something like that. I mean, there's so many quieter roads and phenomenal trails around here. And the 
added benefit you get of breathing in healthy microbiome on a trail is just phenomenal. 

Dr. Martin Katz (12:22): 

So, take your running from aside the road and find a trail or quiet road and run there. And if you need to 
run on a more busy road, a busier road, should I say, look for some sulforaphane because again, this 
study showed some fairly phenomenal benefit. And again, benzene is also found in tobacco smoke. And 
we know that benzene is a known carcinogen and a molecule that's tremendously unhealthy for us. 

David Roberts (12:49): 

Yeah, and the study, we'll have in the show notes, but it showed a 60+% removal in the urine of 
benzene, which is quite significant. And China is a great place to do such a study because it has a lot of 
industry. I've been to Beijing and a lot of these urban centers that have heavy industrial complexes, 
there's a ton of pollution and you actually do wind up with black snot. Like you go outside and you come 
back in and you blow your nose and it's black. 
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Dr. Martin Katz (13:28): 

Yeah. I think a lot of our US Olympic athletes during the Beijing Olympics were... 

David Roberts (13:32): 

Noticing that? 

Dr. Martin Katz (13:33): 

... noticing that and were very concerned about it. 

David Roberts (13:35): 

And Delhi, I've been to Delhi in India, same thing. It's like a haze and it's very significant, the amount of 
air pollution. And so, if you're in an urban center- 

Dr. Martin Katz (13:47): 

You don't have to go overseas, though. You just fly into Utah or Salt Lake, should I say or Denver fly back 
into Washington, DC. And you'll see this, pretty impressive. 

David Roberts (13:59): 

Yeah, so if you're in an urban center, be it internationally or in the US, you want to be cognizant of the 
air that you breathe, it actually has an impact on your health. Whether you have black snot and when 
you have black snot, it's pretty obvious, but it's oftentimes there's not that. 

Dr. Martin Katz (14:19): 

[crosstalk 00:14:19] insidious. 

David Roberts (14:20): 

Yeah, exactly. John. 

Dr. John Gildea (14:22): 

Yeah. 

Dr. Martin Katz (14:24): 

You've being so quiet up until now, John. 

Dr. John Gildea (14:26): 

I know. I- 

Dr. Martin Katz (14:26): 

Speak up. 

Dr. John Gildea (14:28): 

I'm trying to frame things how I normally think about toxins and maybe that might help some people if 
you frame it in the, I guess you'd say, organ level. So, I'd like to when I talk about this subject, I like to 
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frame it in the context of digestion and elimination. So, I think a good place to start is something that 
Martin said earlier is that if you want to detox, the place to start is try to decrease the toxin load in what 
you're eating at first. 

Dr. John Gildea (15:06): 

So, if you're going whole hog, you would go in organic as much as you can. I would say, a lot of the 
meats that are out there that are commercially raised would have a lot of toxins in it, too, so if you're 
going to make two choices, go organic and try to get your grass-fed or organically raised meats. That's a 
good place to start. And then when I think of digestion, when you get to the stomach, you want your 
food broken down completely in that case. And that is a properly functioning stomach and gastrin 
productions. You can raise your pH and get all those peptidases breaking your foods, especially proteins 
down to complete amino acids. 

Dr. John Gildea (15:59): 

And then, as you pass on to the next phase of small intestines, I think it's interesting to think how 
amazing this setup of when you pair this small intestines to the kidney, especially the first segment of 
kidney, the proximal tubules, they're mirror images. And if you want to get rid of everything that's not 
known to be functional for your body, I think this strategy is really amazingly brilliant. And it's absorb 
everything that what it is, because you have a transporter. So, for amino acids, for glucose, for a lot of 
the micronutrients that you need to absorb, you have a specific transporter. That's based on often a 
sodium gradient across the epithelial layer to drive the function of that. 

Dr. John Gildea (16:51): 

And if you mess up the normal function of that kidney, you're going to have all kinds of problems, also. If 
you don't digest your food down to the smallest possible micronutrients, you're going to get functional 
protein shapes that can do some havoc on your epithelial layers. But you think about that purification is 
absorb everything that you know you what you want to absorb. Let everything else pass by. And that's 
kind of the first step of detox is don't absorb the stuff that you don't want. And that's keeping your tight 
junctions together and making your cells work really well, so they can transport everything that's flying 
by breakneck speed. 

Dr. John Gildea (17:35): 

Then it gets into the circulation. And then one more time is you have to reabsorb all that stuff in the 
kidney. So, it's passed through the filter in the kidney, and then it goes to the first set of cells that are in 
contact with blood, minus all the big proteins is at proximal tubule. So, it, again, reabsorbs, all the things 
that you need again. And so, it's like a double filter. So, the things that you don't want to absorb goes 
into the feces. And then in the kidney, the stuff that you don't want to absorb, again, goes into urine. 
And that's kind of a double-double purification system that's out there. 

Dr. John Gildea (18:11): 

And I really like the idea that Nrf2 seems to be in the center of making those cells maintain good 
contacts between each other. And without those direct contacts with tight junctions and some of the 
other junctions that, so a tissue can act like a tissue. It will separate one side from the other and having 
that separation across that membrane is really important for function. So, that happens in both states, 
in the kidney and in the small intestines for it to function well, and for you to just normally be getting rid 
of toxins. 
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Dr. John Gildea (18:52): 

As soon as you do get a big load of toxins and you disrupt that barrier, you're also allowing those toxins 
to get into your body. So, keeping that barrier function intact is really important. And sulforaphane just 
does a great job of that in both of those membranes, both in the small intestine, large intestine, and the 
kidney. 

Dr. Martin Katz (19:15): 

Can I just talk about that for just one second? I think it's really important what John is saying here is just 
unbelievably important. And people take this for granted. So, a lot of us think we can live better through 
chemistry, but it's really important to understand what these chemicals are doing. And I have so many 
people in my practice coming to me taking NSAIDs willy-nilly or taking PPIs, Proton Pump Inhibitors 
willy-nilly, because their gastroenterologist or friend said, "Go ahead. These have no long-term effects. 
Go ahead and take them" or some type of laxative that's going to disrupt the tight junctions. 

Dr. Martin Katz (19:54): 

And it's imperative to understand that PPIs have an significant effect on that first pass capacity of the 
stomach to break things down to a recognizable level, so that you're absorbing them correctly, so that 
the rest of your GI systems working well. So, if you're decreasing the acidity of the stomach and 
decreasing the way the stomach is supposed to work or changing the way the stomach is supposed to 
work, there's going to be a downstream effect. 

Dr. Martin Katz (20:20): 

Same is true if you take NSAIDs, there is evidence. I mean, they can work and maybe they have a place 
at times, but understand that if you take them fairly continuously or willy-nilly here and there that they 
can have effect on your tight junctions, especially if you're taking that and an antibiotic, Analexin, 
goodness gracious. And you've hit your daily dose of proton pump inhibitor, it's a massive downstream 
effect and then everything is having to work harder. Sorry, I just had to add that. 

Dr. John Gildea (20:52): 

Yeah, that whole idea, I think, is great. There's a certain burden of toxins that we have. And if you're 
adding to those toxin loads, you're filling up those mouths that are meant to transport. Environmental- 

Dr. Martin Katz (21:04): 

Yeah, that liver is getting overloaded quickly. 

David Roberts (21:06): 

So, PPIs, NSAIDs, like ibuprofen, what are other things that we ingest that can, and maybe John address, 
things that we ingest, that can impact tight junction? 

Dr. Martin Katz (21:23): 

Can I say one more? Sorry. 

Dr. John Gildea (21:24): 

Yeah, absolutely. 
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Dr. Martin Katz (21:25): 

That's really important. And John alluded to it as well. Speaking of food, the Environmental Working 
Group has a site that talks about the Dirty Dozen and the Clean 15. I think that's an important site to go 
to and contribute to their work. They've recently added something and the reason I'm bringing this up is 
water. And the water that you drink is really important to understand. And again, in big cities, maybe 
not as great, but the water is not as great. But Environmental Working Group now has a site that you 
can put in your zip code and you can get an idea of what's in the water you're drinking and why you 
want to filter that water, have it go through something that provides you a clean water. Sorry. 

Dr. John Gildea (22:04): 

It's a great... now, water- 

Dr. Martin Katz (22:05): 

Yeah. Actually, I'm not sorry. There you go. 

Dr. John Gildea (22:08): 

How about, "Take that?" 

Dr. Martin Katz (22:09): 

Yeah. Go EWG. 

Dr. John Gildea (22:13): 

Yeah. So, that whole burden, I think is really cool, that and the Dirty Dozen, Clean 15 is your best bang 
for the buck. You don't have to get organic everything if you want to decrease your toxin load by 90% or 
something. The highest load foods you eliminate, you can make it a long way without, because I know a 
lot of people have problems buying organic everything. That's an easy choice is just go look at the top 12 
foods, eliminate those and you're going to really decrease your toxic burden. 

Dr. Martin Katz (22:48): 

Or make them organic, yeah. 

Dr. John Gildea (22:50): 

Yeah, get those versions organic right. 

David Roberts (22:52): 

What do you guys do for your water? Since you brought it up, Martin. 

Dr. Martin Katz (22:56): 

Yeah, I mean, we certainly filter it. I would like to twice. 

David Roberts (22:59): 

How do you filter it? 

Dr. Martin Katz (23:01): 
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We have a well, so the quality, so we looked at the quality of the water. It's really fairly good quality. 
And we put two filters on that and then we filter it through the fridge, just a regular high-end filter on 
the fridge. 

David Roberts (23:14): 

When you say you filter at twice, the well water, what are these filters? 

Dr. Martin Katz (23:18): 

Zeolite, some other minerals. I can't remember exactly what minerals are in there to pull out toxins and 
then it filters it. 

David Roberts (23:25): 

Charcoal? Do you have charcoal? 

Dr. Martin Katz (23:26): 

It's almost certainly charcoal because the last time I looked at it, it had definitely a very gray and I would 
have thought zeolite would be more white, so it's gotten more gray. So, I think there's some charcoal 
and some zeolite in there. 

David Roberts (23:37): 

John, what about your family? 

Dr. John Gildea (23:39): 

Yeah, I mean, fortunately or unfortunately, I had the experience of when you're making cell culture 
media from water, you have to have water that I call WFI, that's clean enough, Water For Injection. You 
try to make it with your tap water, you kill every cell. Just really kind of started. 

Dr. Martin Katz (23:59): 

Wow. I didn't know that, John. 

Dr. John Gildea (24:00): 

Yeah, so it's really, so I've always been pretty, pretty paying close attention to that, so to get rid of the 
fluoride, fluorine. We do RO and then- 

David Roberts (24:13): 

Reverse osmosis. 

Dr. Martin Katz (24:13): 

Reverse osmosis, yeah. 

Dr. John Gildea (24:15): 

Yeah. RO water and- 

Dr. Martin Katz (24:15): 
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Which is what we use here at BrocElite. 

Dr. John Gildea (24:17): 

Yeah. 

David Roberts (24:18): 

At their offices. 

Dr. John Gildea (24:19): 

And then going through a multistage carbon filter. I also add ionic cation exchange, so it's a four-staged 
verification. 

David Roberts (24:36): 

So, going back to the question, thank you. 

Dr. Martin Katz (24:38): 

Yeah, but that's also interesting as far as cost goes. I don't, do you have a multistage carbon filter would 
be good for a fair amount of people? I tell a lot of my patients to save up and get a Berkey filter. 

Dr. John Gildea (24:50): 

Yeah, there are carbon filters. 

Dr. Martin Katz (24:51): 

They're not inexpensive, but they're- 

Dr. John Gildea (24:53): 

Are really good. 

Dr. Martin Katz (24:54): 

They're really good, yeah. 

Dr. John Gildea (24:55): 

They have a serious advantage for being slow, because the residence time in contact with water is the 
whole thing. And if you really wanted to make really purified water is take the water that has gone 
through and put it back through again. Yeah, it's time in contact with a carbon filter that does the 
absorption. And so often with a filter that's just coming out your faucet, it's just going by so fast. 

Dr. Martin Katz (25:26): 

So fast. 

Dr. John Gildea (25:27): 

And you can't get it all. 

David Roberts (25:29): 
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Yeah. And just and we can talk, maybe I do a whole, we could do a whole talk, a whole podcast on water 
filtration, which maybe we should do at some point. But so first, so Charlottesville water has about 200 
to 300 parts per million of stuff. Some of it is feces, some of it is pharmaceuticals, pesticides, herbicides, 
you name it. There are just things, chemicals, and particulates in the water. There's a reverse osmosis 
filter that we use here that I use in my house that moves that down to 2 parts per million. And unless 
you're doing like making with the water, like John or have a distillation system, that's about as good as 
you're going to get. 

David Roberts (26:26): 

And so, so I do want to talk though, so we can talk. Let's agree that we'll talk about water in another 
podcast. But, and so, you mentioned some, the PPIs and the ibuprofen and NSAIDs that can impact tight 
junction function. John, what are some others in your mind that, what are other things that we ingest 
that impact tight junction function? 

Dr. John Gildea (26:54): 

I think a big one is glyphosate. 

Dr. Martin Katz (26:56): 

Yeah, he teed you up on that one. 

Dr. John Gildea (26:57): 

And I would say probably a newer one that's on my radar is paraquat, also, and a commercial, industrial, 
farming- 

David Roberts (27:11): 

Is that herbicide? 

Dr. John Gildea (27:13): 

Yeah, herbicide. 

Dr. Martin Katz (27:14): 

And- 

Dr. John Gildea (27:16): 

We'll have to do some specific stuff of that in the future, but it's connected to Parkinson's disease and 
some bad stuff. 

David Roberts (27:23): 

Okay. So, glyphosate, anything else? 

Dr. John Gildea (27:27): 

There's some big ones. I've tested a bunch of things. We haven't presented all of that, but glyphosate is 
a giant one. 
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Dr. Martin Katz (27:38): 

So, glyphosate is the active ingredient in Roundup, so in those commercials where everyone's bright and 
shiny and you have the dandelion in your driveway, and they take the Roundup and squeeze it onto the 
dandelion, which isn't a dandelion, a superfood. Is that right? 

Dr. John Gildea (28:02): 

Dandelions, greens are good for you. That's for sure. 

David Roberts (28:04): 

Good for you, yeah. But Roundup, glyphosate, they are sprayed on genetically modified foods, GMOs, so 
soy beans, so canola. What are some other ones? 

Dr. Martin Katz (28:23): 

I mean, most of what's cultivated actually. 

David Roberts (28:26): 

Corn. 

Dr. Martin Katz (28:27): 

Corn, wheat, you name it. Yeah. And there's, unfortunately, a massive effect of this life is, unfortunately 
not only to us, but also where it's being sprayed. And so, that's part of the problem that you're seeing 
with the soil that's out there. And our inability to have adequate nutrient through our food, so it has a 
massive effect, but I digress. 

David Roberts (28:52): 

John, you've looked at glyphosate and sulforaphane. Can you share with us your specifically findings on 
how glyphosate impacts enough to how glyphosate impacts gap junctions? And maybe we've talked 
about what Nrf2 is, so maybe start there. And then and share some about what gap junctions are, why 
those are important. Why glyphosates impact on those are actually pretty insidious? 

Dr. John Gildea (29:22): 

Yeah, so going back to what we're talking about earlier, getting the foods digested completely. The 
classic ones if they're not digested completely are gluten and casein. There can be peptides that have 
other casein and morphine. So, morphine in general decreases the rhythmic motility of your intestine, 
so slow down motility that would work against you, also, moving things through your intestine. And then 
gluten would be another similar one if you're under digested. 

Dr. John Gildea (29:57): 

But in the case of glyphosate, just this molecule ends up being pretty tough. It's not broken down to the 
same extent that they thought originally. So, it's persistent in the system even in water. And so, 
mounting a defense against it, I think is pretty critical. You're getting an onslaught of glyphosate all the 
time, so it disrupts tight junctions for sure, so in intestine and kidney, we've shown that in both places. 

Dr. John Gildea (30:29): 
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And glyphosate lowers the expression of Nrf2, so it's going to not only disrupt the tight junctions and 
decrease that, the separation of charge across the membrane that allows for things to be absorbed and 
pumped appropriately. But it's also allowing these undigested proteins to pass through the gut layer and 
stimulate, interact with the immune system in a way that's not very productive. So, I guess pretty close 
after you say, "There's the problem for everybody," it's good to say that there's a... 

David Roberts (31:13): 

Solution. 

Dr. John Gildea (31:13): 

... solution. Thank you. 

David Roberts (31:15): 

Hey, before we go to the solution, though, so Nrf2 is impacted by exposure to glyphosate. What are we 
talking about there? Does it completely turn it off? Does it decrease it by a certain amount? What did 
you find? 

Dr. John Gildea (31:31): 

So, we used big doses just to try to see if we can block it. So, we used doses that were higher than is 
found say in groundwater. But it'd be closer to eating a meal that had soybean, like a commercial food 
of some sort or a wheat product that is sprayed to dry the green. So, a dose that would be similar to 
that. And it was shown to decrease Nrf2 by 50%, so a pretty big drop, and- 

David Roberts (32:07): 

What does a 50% drop in Nrf2 mean, biologically? 

Dr. John Gildea (32:12): 

it would be a serious deficit in your ability to counteract the ravages of reactive oxygen species and 
toxins. It would be pretty devastating. So, we haven't talked about gap junctions yet. But I love that 
topic, because it's a little bit more difficult to study, because gap junctions are a part of the cell-cell 
communication that is a direct conduit between two cells. It actually makes a little channel that links the 
cytoplasm between cells. 

Dr. John Gildea (32:49): 

And in order for cells to act like a tissue, gap junctions allow that tissue to react in a coordinated way. 
And I think that was one of the disturbing things that we found about glyphosate is that it doesn't just 
block the barrier function with tight junctions and that it's letting things leak by the side. And so, it's 
leaking the electrical potential across the cells as well, but it's actually blocking gap junction formation, 
so- 

Dr. Martin Katz (33:20): 

Which is very importantly, cell-cell communication. It's how these cells communicate, maintain who 
they are, what they're doing, why they're doing it. Incredibly important and not enough in the literature 
about it. 
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Dr. John Gildea (33:32): 

Yeah. And the difficulty is that it's somewhat difficult, cell physiological function to study. And so, I just, I 
fortunately have a nice microscope that we can study that here. And the great thing about it is that you 
can load up a cell with basically two different dyes. One that's able to pass through a gap junction and 
one that's not. And then you can basically photo bleach the dye that passes through the gap junction, 
and then watch the dye leak back into the cell. So it's one of the really good ways to study gap junctions, 
and we're able to do it in the lab. So, we very clearly showed the ability of glyphosate to block gap 
junction function. And then, we showed that sulforaphane does that we can reach to cells and the body 
was able to reverse that. 

David Roberts (34:32): 

Would the level of gap junction function decrease when exposed to glyphosate? 

Dr. Martin Katz (34:38): 

It's almost directly similar to Nrf2 levels, so it's about 50%. And then I think sulforaphane, if I'm 
remembering the study correctly, and we did a number of different cells. But it was actually 
sulforaphane alone, increased gap junction alone. And then, it was actually still higher than that even 
when you combine it with glyphosate and sulforaphane. 

David Roberts (35:07): 

So, practically speaking, if your gap junctions are decreased by 50%, in their communication, what does 
that mean biologically? 

Dr. Martin Katz (35:16): 

Yeah, I think that's not compatible with life, so if you got that much glyphosate going to your kidney, you 
would have a really tough time doing normal function. But the implication there is that with a normal 
doses of warfarin, you can completely block it. So, whatever your level of exposure to glyphosate is, it's 
going to be less than what we were testing. And so, if you can protect something that's 10 or 100 times 
higher than your body normally would see, it certainly will protect wherever it goes,, what you're going 
see in a poor choice meal. 

David Roberts (35:58): 

So, benzene, glyphosate, sulforaphane helps with each of those chemicals. Any other chemicals we 
wanted mentioned, as far as how sulforaphane helps with detox? 

Dr. Martin Katz (36:14): 

Well, again, this is a molecule that's working at all three stages, so your heavy metals. And in the 
literature, there's other chemicals that go along with air pollution and pollution from exhaust and 
tobacco use that sulforaphane has been shown to eliminate. So, there's a good variety of molecules that 
we would want out of the body that are eliminated through this process. 

David Roberts (36:38): 

What heavy metals does sulforaphane detox? 

Dr. John Gildea (36:43): 
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I know mercury and cadmium. I'm not sure about the other ones. The other studies are things that are 
kind of inflicted in and through medicine. The platinum compounds. You can offer some protection 
against platinum-containing compounds that are used for chemotherapy and different things like that. 

Dr. Martin Katz (37:06): 

I feel like lead was on that list. 

Dr. John Gildea (37:08): 

Lead, I think you're right, yeah. But there's a large number of molecules that sulforaphane blocks. And 
we probably can't, there's no way to say it enough, is that when Nrf2 is turned on, it turns on the whole 
system. So, when you're talking about reactive oxygen species, there's at least 10 different species of 
reactive oxygen species, nitrogen-containing oxygen species and peroxynitrite, and there's a whole 
bunch of them. 

Dr. John Gildea (37:38): 

And the great thing about NRF2 Two is it turns on, all those enzymes that are able to process all the 
reactive oxygen species that are present. The same thing is for the detox system is that there's a whole 
bunch of toxins that it specifically turns on the enzymes that are made to detox those particular 
chemicals. 

David Roberts (38:01): 

Yeah. Well, thank you, gentlemen. Just to summarize, there are a lot of environmental exposures to 
toxins. We've talked about glyphosate, we've talked about heavy metals, we've talked about air 
pollution and the benzene. And sulforaphane is a molecule in BrocElite that allows for the three phases 
of detoxification to be impacted to be improved, so that you can get these molecules, these chemicals 
out of your system. 

David Roberts (38:34): 

And so, we'll look in the Show Notes for links to different papers for your own reading, but we're going 
to leave it there for this week. Next week, we'll have another episode. But Martin and John, thank you 
so much for the discussion today. 

Dr. Martin Katz (38:51): 

Thanks and thanks for taking care of your human. 

David Roberts (38:54): 

Bye. 
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